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MONTGOMERY COUNTY SOCIALISTS TO COUNTY COUNCIL:
“DON’T RUBBER STAMP AMAZON’S WISH LIST”
Socialsits of the Montgomery
County branch of the Democratic
Socialists of America (MoCo DSA)
testified Thursday, April 12th,
before the County Council’s final
public budget hearing.
MoCo DSA member Allan
Hutchinson-Maxwell raised opposition to Subdivision
Regulation Amendment 18-02,
which would create a special,
separate streamlined review process for Amazon’s developmental
site project*
County Council President Hans
Riemer interrupted -- the only
interruption that occured during
the night’s testimony -- telling
him that he wasn’t allowed to
speak about upcoming legislation
at the hearing. Hutchison-Maxwell was forced to ask if he could
continue to speak, since the
remainder of his testimony was
about Amazon’s bid for a second
headquarters in general.
Hutchison-Maxwell’s testimony
continued, “As Council President
Riemer stated publicly, ‘We need
to make some adjustments so
that Amazon can look at us and
say, If we want to go there, we
have a clear path.’ Well, a clear
path is not what I want Amazon
to have. If anything, there should

County Executive Ike Leggett
Plans To Obliterate
Subsudies Targeting
Accessible Transit
County Executive Ike Leggett
has requested the Council takes
up Bill 13-18E. The bill would, “...
expand the purpose and use of
the Transportation Services Improvement Fund to allow its use
‘for transportation purposes in
the County.’”

be a higher burden of proof on
Amazon to demonstrate that
their arrival will not wreak havoc
on our County.”
MoCo DSA member Ken Myers
also testified at the hearing. He
talked about various problems
the Seattle area has faced due
to Amazon’s large presence
there. He explained, “in the last
five years of Amazon occupying
Seattle, rents have gone up by 40
percent. In fact, housing is such a
problem, Amazon puts employees
in dorms it rents from the University of Washington in Seattle.”

elected officials cannot keep
up the act that Amazon doesn’t
have its eye on our region. The
company’s Amazon Web Services
business has the largest cloud
computing facility in the world
in Northern Virginia, and is still
expanding. Jeff Bezos owns the
Washington Post and two mansions in DC. They are a military
contractor that has a natural
interest in the proximity to Washington D.C. and we sit in that
shadow. Not arming ourselves
against their demands is leaves
our collective lives vulnerable and
open to capitalist exploitation.

Myers then asked the Council,
“What are you prepared to commit to in mitigation of the effects
of Amazon coming here? What in
this budget protects the citizens
you represent from the strain
that Seattle has faced?”
 report by Good Jobs First**
A
highlights the need for a properly
transparent process, driven by
public hearings, and aimed at negotiating a Community Benefits
Agree. These demands will safeguard against the worst effects
of the gentrification, public service stresses, labor disputes, and
rising cost of living that would
inevitably accompany an Amazon
HQ2.
A. Redfield

If you weren’t aware, in 2015 the
County Council passed a bill to
add a 25 cent surchage to all
Uber and Lyft trips originating
within County lines. The revenue
went go to a then newly created
and county-managed Transportation Services Improvement
Fund.

the elderly and disabled community.
Now, Ike Leggett’s Bill 13-18
would eliminate that restriction
and open the nearly $3 million fund to use for any transportation use. This effectively
amounts to cutting services to
accessible transit in the county.

The Fund is legally restricted to
subsidizing licensed taxi cabs
(continued on back)
outfitted with the necessary
accessibility equipment to serve
*http://tiny.cc/sra18-02
https://mococommonwealth.wordpress.com/
**https://www.goodjobsfirst.org/amazonauction

Historically, for-profit enterprises
have not made concessions to
the disabled community without
State intervention demanding
they do so (consider why the
Americans with Disabilities Act
was necessary). Companies like
Uber and Lyft know it isn’t profitable to outfit drivers with wheelchair accessible cars. Taxi companies know it too and without
the Fund they would cut accessible cabs to stay competitive.
Cutting the Fund can only result
in less accessible transit and further stress on existing accessi-

Gaggle of Capitalists Plot
Silver Spring Takeover
The Silver Spring BID is a project
pushed by business owners and
property owners to transfer the
management of downtown Silver
Spring to an unaccountable public-private corporation. They would
take control of handling Downtown
Silver Spring cleanliness, safety, events, promotions, and most
importantly to the business owners,
the marketing of their businesses.
It is identical to the current, county-designated Urban District, except
it would be privately managed and
operated but run on our tax-payer
dollars and unaccountable to the
public.
Often, in other cases where other BIDs are established, they are
funded by higher taxes on the area
served. However, those pushing a
BID in Silver Spring are adamant
that they not be required to pay
higher taxes. Instead, they insist the
County fund marketing campaigns,
while they reap the profits.

From the Silver Spring BID proposal:
https://www.silverspringbid.org/

ble public transit options. Not to
mention the concerning way in
which the Fund is simply opened
to “any transportation purpose in
the County.” Replacing a subsidy
for those in need with an infrastructure slush fund is not the
kind position our Councilmembers should be proud of advocating.
During the session wherein
the Bill was introduced, Councilmember Reimer and Berliner
both appeared to view the bill
unfavorably. However, their disapproval steamed moreso from
Since the late 70s/early 80s the
State, from federal to municipal,
transitioned from being a “manager”
of good civilian social life to an “entrepreneur” responsible for cultivating a healthy business environment.
Reaganism cemented this shift, as
funding from the federal government to municipal projects became
increasingly scarce or tied to strings
that re-enforced this changing
ideology.
The BID maneuver by local property
owners is the entrepreneurial state
in action. And it shows the antagonism between civilians and capitalists in the realm of social life.
The Silver Spring Urban District
doesn’t exhibit any signs of mismanaging downtown. But public
control of downtown itself upsets
the capitalist class. They demand
control over the process of both
commodity production and social
reproduction in the urban sphere.
The proposed Silver Spring BID
Board of Directors is 99% white,
property owning men, with one
female small business owner. Note
that Silver
Spring has
made national
news as one
of the most
diverse locations in the
country.* The
Board is also
structured
so that the
more property
owned by a
BID partner,
the more say
they have
in choosing
Board
members.

https://mococommonwealth.wordpress.com/

the fact that the deregulation
was blatant and open. If the bill
were amended to specify uses
outside the existing legal targets,
it is possible their opinion, and
that of the full council could shift
to approving cuts to the elderly
and disabled.
Commonwealth encourages
readers contact their representative and demand no deregulation
of the Transportation Services
Improvement Fund, no cutting of
funds that serve our neighbors.

Finally, while investigation into all
proposed board members is ongoing, we can already report one that
proposed board member, Damon
Callis of The Urban Winery, appears
to be a former Marine and Donald Trump supporter. He has also
posted videos of himself publically
stalking and verbally harassing a
women on color in a Downtown
Silver Spring parking lot. According
to Callis, he informed the women
she was parked in a “combat veteran” parking spot. When she did
not move, he proceeded to follow
he into Strosnider’s Hardware Store
and “...told every single person with
my Marine voice. That she was
parked in a Purple Heart Veterans
spot. [sic]”
Callis says he “walked her back
to her car” but his own video evidence shows he is slowly stalking
the women (who appears to have a
walking disability, it should be noted
the “combat veterans” parking spot
was the nearest to the storefront).
This bloody-handied, Imperialist-Capitalist-Fascist stalked her to
her car, whispering that he hoped
others will remember to remind the
women to respect the troops. He
even zoomed in on her license plate.
Is this sociopathic behavior
acceptable to the capitalists who
are pushing to privatize our
Downtown? They want a racist Trump-supporter at the table,
making decisions for the very same
people he obviously resents?
Rent-seeking opportunists don’t
have our interests at heart, if they
have a heart at all. Sign the online
petition to demand a Downtown
Silver Spring for people, not a playground for proft:
http://tiny.cc/no-BID

* https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/local/wp/2018/02/13/
four-cities-in-maryland-ranked-among-the-most-ethnically-diverse-study-says/

